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Mobilizing private finance is key to addressing climate change
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$1 tr p.a. to half energy-related GHG by 2050 (IEA)

$475 bn p.a. in developing countries (WB)
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■ Secure policy

■ Improve risk/reward matrix:

– use market mechanisms

– project aggregation

– guarantees

– cheap debt

– apply business mechanisms

■ Educate investors

■ Build local capacity

■ Transparent systems/MRV

■ Develop financeable propositions

■ NAMA plans are not concrete

■ No policy security

■ Lack of financeable 

projects/programs

■ Low local capacity

■ Unbalanced risk/reward

■ Liquidity

■ Long-term investment commitment 

required

Challenges of making private finance flow
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Public-private cooperation is essential for mobilizing private investment: 

The need for effective partnerships
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Mobilizing private finance through Public Private Partnerships
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Summary

• Private sector investment is imperative for meeting the financing and technology needs 

• To mobilize private finance need to turn NAMAs from ‘paper tigers’ into financeable 

propositions

• Public-private partnerships are key for addressing the barriers to financing 

• Implications for the Global Climate Fund:

• Strong focus on addressing the barriers to market finance

• Create opportunity for business to provide input to the discussions on what needs to be 

financed to remove the barriers to investment

• PPPs  financing – opportunity to leverage GCF investment
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